
Select Your Hip Belt
Use the size charts below and go by your 
regular pant size waist measurement. If you 
don’t know this, take a measurement with a 
flexible tape measure with the tape next to 
your skin, around your waist. Measure the 
circumference at your hip points. Or you can 
simply try on a hip belt in the store; just be 
certain to remove bulky clothing, or wear 
clothing suited for backpacking. A properly 
sized hip belt will wrap over your hipbones & 
still leave a gap in the padding at the front.

Men’S & WoMen’S BeltS 
Belts are available in a variety of sizes for 
men and women. Women’s belts fit those 
with a higher degree of angle in their hips, 
while men’s belts fit people with very little 
angle in their hips. There are times when 
men’s belts fit some women better, and 
women’s belts fit some men better. It all 
depends on the degree of angle in the hips! 
Hip Belt Sizing (Men’s and Women’s)
(Measured by circumference at hip crest)
Small     26" to 30"
Medium   30" to 34"
Large   34" to 38"
X-Large   38" to 42"

torSo lengtH
To find your torso length, measure the 
distance between your seventh cervical 
vertebra and the crest of your hipbones. Do 
this by standing up straight with your feet 
shoulder-width apart. Tilt your head forward 
and place your hands on your hips, thumbs 
to the back and level with your hip crest. 
With a flexible tape, have someone measure 
from the most prominent vertebra at the 
base of your neck to an imaginary line drawn 
between your thumbs. This will be your torso 
length.

Air current™ FrAMe
The next step in the evolution of ultralight frame technology. 
The Air Current consists of a molded ABS sheet and a molded 
foam pad.  Not only does it fit the 3D contours of your back, 
and is engineered to flex with your movement, the Air Current 
suspension has integrated air channels, which makes for a 
cooler carry.
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Short Torso 14" to 18"
Regular Torso 18" to 22"
NOTE: Each framesheet has five 
adjustment settings spaced in one-
inch increments to further fine-tune 
your fit. If you are an 18" torso, try 
the short torso first
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reMoVing tHe Belt
If belt needs to be removed, simply undo Hip Stabilizer Straps 
on both sides and pull belt out of pack body side.

inStAlling tHe Belt
Feed strap/buckle end through pack and pull until centered. 
Size tags should be down in the readable position.

reMoVing tHe FrAMeSHeet And FoAM pAd
Disconnect the Top Clips on the Load Lifter webbing of the Shoulder Straps. Undo the Center Foam Cinch Strap and roll the Top Framesheet 
Sleeve over and off the framesheet. Reach behind Framesheet and feed the metal Attachment Tri-Glide through the slots. Now the Framesheet 
will pull out. Roll the Top Foam Pad Sleeve off on the backside of the Foam Pad and pull Pad out.

inStAlling tHe FrAMeSHeet  
And FoAM pAd
Slide Framesheet into main sleeve 1st, checking to make sure 
base is in lower sleeve. Reach arm all the way down to make sure 
base is seated and sleeve is not rolled. 

Now the Foam Pad is slid into main sleeve, A.C. grooves facing 
out. Make sure to work it all the way down. Roll top sleeve over 
the top of Foam Pad. 

The next steps are the same as removal, but in reverse. Feed 
the metal Attachment Tri-Glides on Shoulder Straps through the 
proper slots on the Framesheet and then roll the Top Framesheet 
Sleeve over the Framesheet. Redo the Center Foam Cinch Strap, 
feed as illustrated. Connect top clips on the Load Lifter webbing.

AdjuSting tHe SHoulder StrApS on tHe FrAMeSHeet
It is not necessary to remove the Framesheet or Foam Pad to adjust the Shoulder Straps for torso length. Simple undo the Top Clips on the Load 
Lifter Straps and then the Center Foam Cinch Strap (pay attention to how strap is fed through clip). Next roll the Top Framesheet Sleeve over 
and off the framesheet. Reach behind Framesheet and feed the metal Attachment Tri-Glide through the slots. Feed Tri-Glide back through proper 
slot, matching both Shoulder Straps.


